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Preserving a Piece of Wayne History  

 

By Tate Marcinkoski 

 

Did you know that our local movie theater, the Anthony Wayne, is in danger of closing? 

 

In business since 1928 (that’s 90 years!), the theater, which is one of our town’s historic landmarks, is 

having trouble competing with all of the newer, larger theaters. Attendance has been decreasing, and 

owner Reel Cinema says it may have to close the theater’s doors for good. 

 

To help save the Anthony Wayne, a campaign has been started to raise $2 million. Local businesses and 

residents are being asked to donate money. You can even sponsor a seat and have a plaque with your 

name installed on it — how cool is that! 

 

The money will be used for major improvements to the theater including new lights, carpets, bathrooms 

and a state of the art sound system. It will also be used to put in fancier, reclining seats and to build a 

new candy stand. 

 

There are also plans to add a small kitchen to make breakfast, lunch and dinner foods. The theater’s 

original Art Deco lobby will be preserved, giving movie goers a glimpse into Wayne’s past. 

 

Reel Cinema hopes the upgrades help bring back customers and keep the theater open for many years 

to come. I hope they can raise the money because it’s so fun to be able to walk into town and see a 

movie in a place that has so much history.  
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My Chinese New Year  

By Leah Zhang 

 

Let me tell you a story about my Chinese New Year. 

This year’s Chinese New Year’s Day is on Friday February 15th. Mom cooked us a big feast, the highlight 

was my favorite – dumpling. Mom said eating dumpling on New Year’s Day is one of the Chinese 

traditions. Mom also told me in China the new year celebration usually last 15 days. 

The best part of my Chinese New Year came on Sunday, when my Chinese school had a party and all 

students would perform in it. As soon as I woke up on Sunday morning, I was so excited thinking about 

how much fun I would have at the party and performance. 

I was dressed in a Chinese dress mom bought from China. And she did my hair too. My dad drove me 

and my brother (Luke) to where the party was located. We were so early, not a lot of people were there 

when we arrived. 

Before the real show began, everyone had a chance to practice with their class on the stage. And after 

that, we ate lunch. Then, the real performance began. 

Now, lots of people were here. All classes took turns to perform on the stage. When it was our turn, my 

class and I sang a famous Chinese song called “Where is the spring?” And after that was Luke’s turn. He 

and his classmates performed a fabulous magic show. I enjoyed watching all the performances. My 

favorite one was this Chinese dance. One half of the group was in a red dress. And the other was in blue. 

The dress was so pretty and sparkling, I wish I could wear it. 

My Chinese New Year was great. How about you? 
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Theater: All Shook Up at Radnor High School  

By Danby G. Morrison 

 

Hi! I’m going to tell you about the play ‘All Shook Up’ that I saw at the Radnor High School, also 

produced by the Radnor High School. Now let me tell you about this play and prepare to be All Shook 

Up! 

 

In this play there are funny scenes, romantic scenes, dramatic scenes, etc.  And my favorite scene was, 

well, I didn’t have one favorite scene! I liked a lot of them! Like for example: ACT I: SCENE1: INSIDE A 

LOCAL PRISON or ACT I: SCENE II: SYLVIA’S HONKY TONK. 

 

And yesterday, was the last night you could see it, so I hope you saw it! But if you didn’t, then let me 

keep telling you about it. Now as I told you about the scene at ‘Sylvia’s Honky Tonk,’ it’s when all the 

characters are at this restaurant/bar place and then the main character comes on stage into the play [ 

Chad ] and there’s a funny scene where this girl faints because she thinks Chad is so handsome. 

 

And + my brother is in the pit band in the back of the stage.  And when you go into middle school or high 

school, you can be in a play too! 
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Winter Olympics: Figure Skating  

By Lilah Kenny and Leah Zhang 

 

Did anyone watch the Winter Olympics?  We watched Figure Skating. Ladies Figure skating, Men’s figure 

Skating, and Pairs Skating. 

 

In Men’s Figure skating the gold medal went to Yuzuru Hanyu from Japan.  Silver goes to Shoma Uno 

also from Japan.  Bronze was given to Javier Fernandez from Spain. 

 

In Ladies figure skating the gold was presented to Alina Zagitova from Russia. Sliver was given to Evgenia 

Medvedeva also from Russia. Kaetlyn Osmond from Canada got bronze. 

 

In Pairs skating Ajona Savchenko and Bruno Massot from Germany got gold. Wenjing Sui and Cong Han 

from China got silver. Meagan Duhamel and Eric Radford from Canada got bronze. 

 

Well, this is the end of the report. But first our favorite is Ajona Savchenko and Bruno Massot from Pairs 

skating.  Now, this is the end, so, BYE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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The Three Little Meowshmallows: The Sequel  
 

 

By Tate Marcinkoski 

 

Ever since the three little meowshmallows met their new friend, Mr. Log, and had him moved from the 

Evil Forest to the local park, they had been spending lots of time outside. They visited Mr. Log every 

morning on their way to work and every afternoon on their way home. After hours in a steamy hot 

chocolate factory where they worked as testers, it was nice to be outside in the fresh air enjoying 

nature. 

 

But one day, something very strange happened. It started to rain and it didn’t stop. It rained and rained 

and rained for weeks and weeks and weeks. The three little meowshmallows were upset because they 

got soaked by the rain every time they visited Mr. Log. 

 

The rain was also causing problems for the town. Streets were flooding, people were getting water in 

their houses and all the stores had completely sold out of raincoats, boots and umbrellas. 

 

Then one morning (and I don’t need to remind you that it was a dark and rainy morning), the three little 

meowshmallows visited Mr. Log on their way to work as usual. When they reached his corner of the 

park, he was very anxious to tell them something. He explained that he had heard from his old forest 

friend, Mr. Evergreen, that there were rumors that an evil mountain was causing the terrible, rainy 

weather. 

 

The three little meowshmallows asked Mr. Log how to find this mountain and stop the rain. At first, Mr. 

Log wouldn’t tell them because he was afraid it was too dangerous. But the brave little meowshmallows 

convinced Mr. Log to give them directions so they could save the town from flooding. 

 

After traveling for over three hours, up steep, rocky hills and through dark, damp caves, they finally 

spotted the Evil Mountain up ahead. At the bottom of the mountain, they saw signs for Sugar Springs, a 

popular campground for families. They decided to head there to take a break and make a plan. 

 

When they arrived at the campground, they were shocked by what they saw. There was trash 

everywhere - broken bottles, old newspapers, candy wrappers, plastic bags, and stinky food scraps. It 

looked like a tornado had blown through. 

 

(continued on next page) 
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The three little meowshmallows could not believe the mess! The campers had turned the beautiful 

campsite into a garbage dump. Forgetting all about the Evil Mountain, they started collecting the junk 

and putting it into trash cans. They cleaned and cleaned. When the last piece of garbage was gone, they 

heard a loud rumbling noise. 

 

The three little meowshmallows were very scared, but then they heard a voice and it sounded like it said 

thank you. But they didn’t see anyone else around. One of the meowshmallows yelled out “Who are 

you? Come out from your hiding place!” 

 

Then they heard more rumbling and the voice again. “It is me the Mountain. I am so happy to see the 

campground clean again. I was so angry at the campers for littering and making a mess.” 

 

“Is that why you’re making it rain all the time?” asked one little meowshmallow. 

 

“Yes” said the Mountain. “I thought if it kept raining the campers would stay away.” 

 

But the three little meowshmallows explained that the rain was flooding the town and putting people in 

danger. The Mountain said he was sorry and that he only wanted to stop the campers from littering on 

him. 

 

After talking for a while, the Mountain and the three little meowshmallows came up with an idea. They 

made a video for the local news, telling people about the situation at the campground and that the 

Mountain promised to stop the rain if campers would remember to clean up after themselves. Everyone 

learned a lesson: to take care of nature and always leave it the way you found it. 
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Spotlight: Commissioner Jake Abel  

By Connor Walsh 

 

I had the honor to interview my neighbor Mr. Jake Abel. Mr. Abel is Noah, Eli, Ben and Adam’s father. 

Noah, Eli and Ben go to Wayne Elementary School. I’ve played on sports teams with Noah. Each day I see 

Mr. ‘Jake’ at my bus stop. Mr. ‘Jake’ won the election for commissioner of the 6th Ward in November 

2017. I thought it would be good to learn more about what commissioners do. 

 

Q:  What is a commissioner? 

 

A:  A commissioner is a representative of a Ward. A Ward is a smaller area of a township. There are 7 

Wards in Radnor Township. There are 7 commissioners in Radnor. Mr. Jake Abel is the 6th Ward 

Commissioner. Mr. ‘Jake’ and the other commissioners get together and come up with good laws and 

vote on them. 

 

Q:  Why did you want to become a commissioner? 

 

A:  Since college, Mr. Abel has worked in government. He always wants to give back to the community 

by being a civil servant. 

 

Q:  Is the commissioner your full-time job? 

 

No, but Mr. Abel says it feels like a full-time job. It takes a lot of time to go door to door and talk with 

neighbors, answering phone calls, commissioner meetings and town hall meetings. 

 

Q:  What is the hardest part about your job? 

 

A:  To find time to get things done. Another challenge that Mr. Abel mentioned is to be able to 

compromise with other commissioners on different township matters. 

(continued on next page) 
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Q:  How do you become commissioner? 

 

A:  First, you need to be nominated by your party (Republican, Democrat or Independent). Then you 

need to campaign. Then you need to get enough votes to win the election. 

 

Q:  What do you like most about being commissioner? 

 

A:  Mr. Abel, loves visiting and to talking to neighbors. Mr. Abel has a goal where he wants to get 

younger people to be involved in politics so they can help their communities. 

 

I enjoyed having Mr. ‘Jake’ at my house for the interview. Being a commissioner involves having a 

background in government or politics, being open to new ideas and be willing to work a lot. If you want 

to be a commissioner someday, you need realize there is a lot of work and may not have as much free 

time, but you will get to know your neighbors better. Commissioner Abel’s biggest goal to make sure all 

kids can grow up in the safest neighborhoods possible. Maybe someday, we can make as big a difference 

in our community. 
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Travel: Philadelphia Flower Show   

By Orlaith A. Dill 

 

Last week I went to the Philadelphia Flower Show and it was awesome. The flower show takes place 

every year. There are lots of different showcases for many kinds of flowers like azaleas, violets, and 

roses. This year’s theme was Wonders of Water, which was basically a rainforest setting. The show 

smells great and it looks beautiful. 

 

In the Wonders of Water show that I went to there were many different sections of flowers and 

gardens. But the main section was a rainforest that had a huge waterfall running down the middle. The 

waterfall made it sound like you were actually in a rainforest because of the crashing water and the 

background sound of birds. 

 

You don’t just find flowers at the Flower Show, you can also find a butterfly room. In the butterfly room 

you can get nectar on a Q-Tip and butterflies might just come to you to get some of the nectar. If you go 

on the preview day, you get to unpack butterflies from the frozen state in which they were shipped to 

the butterfly room and that is really cool, and it tickles when they walk on your finger. 

 

Overall the Philadelphia Flower Show was amazing. I recommend that you go if you have the 

opportunity and two hours or more. I really enjoyed the Flower Show and if you go, I’m sure you will 

enjoy it too.  

 

 
Tropical Flower display at the Philadelphia Flower Show 2018. Photo credit: Orlaith A. Dill. 
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Recess Report: Mr. White and Other News  

 

By Danby G. Morrison 

 

I interviewed our supervisor Mr. White with my friend Caroline, we got some data on what kinds of 

things he likes. 

 

His favorite food is Tacos. 

 

His favorite season is Fall. 

 

His favorite candy is Sour Patch Kids. 

 

Mr. White, Jesse White, is a supervisor at recess, for 4th grade and 3rd grade.  He is a friend to every 

student though.  He also helps Mrs. Corcoran at lunch time, to get everybody quiet! 

 

In my opinion school lunch can be quick. 

 

In other news Katelyn Anderson, a popular 3rd grader, got over her fears on the gymnastics bar on the 

big playground.  What she did was amazing, she actually flipped over it! And, what she did changed my 

spirit. 

 

And in other news, there was a dead bird on the blacktop. 
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Eye On: WES Reading Olympics  
 

 

Editor’s Note:  The WES Newspaper club meets every Monday morning at 8 am in the library conference 

room.   Every third Monday all year until April, the WES Reading Olympics team members meet in the 

main library with Mrs. Dahlstrom.  Any WES 5th grader that wants to can be in Reading Olympics.  All 

the elementary schools in Delaware County with teams met on March 6 for a competition where they 

took turns answering questions about the books they all read.  What a great time!   WES Buzz reporter 

Luis Munoz sat in one Monday in February.  Here are his observations. 

 

By Luis Munoz 

 

They use a talking stick and that helps people decide who gets to speak. 

 

They break into teams, each with a captain and co-captain. 

 

There is a group of five 5th graders that has already read the book, and they ask questions to the group 

that hasn’t read the book. 

 

Sometimes there is more than one answer. 

 

  

 

We asked fifth grader and team member Teddy Monahan: 

 

What do you like about reading Olympics? 

 

Answer: READING!!!! 

 

What books have you read in reading Olympics? 

 

Answer: All the books that Mrs. Dahlstrom chooses. 

 

What is the name of the book you are talking about now? 

 

Answer:  "Best School Year Ever" and many more. 
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WES Fourth Grade Visits a Planetarium  
 

 

By Tate Marcinkoski 

 

This month, the fourth grade went on a really cool field trip to the planetarium at Eastern University in 

Wayne. We started our visit in the auditorium, which had a huge dome and digital projection screen. Dr. 

Bradstreet, an astronomy professor at Eastern who is also director of the planetarium, talked to us 

about what we were seeing on the screen. 

 

First, the dome was covered in stars of all different sizes and we looked at different constellations such 

as Leo and Orion. Then the screen took us to the sun. Sitting in the auditorium chairs, it felt like we had 

actually landed on top of the burning hot sun! It looked like the sun had huge flames coming off of it. 

 

We also explored the planet Saturn. We couldn’t “land on” Saturn because it’s made up of mostly gas, 

but we were able to travel through Saturn’s rings, which looked like flying pieces of rock. We also 

zoomed to Mars, which was covered in rocky, red dirt. I didn’t spot any aliens, but maybe they were 

hiding from us! 

 

One of my favorite parts was when Dr. Bradstreet told us how to find the planets in the night sky. He 

said if we look for particular constellations and hold out our arms to make a right angle, the line created 

would point to where the planets are in outer space. Dr. Bradstreet also explained how Earth rotates 

and revolves around the sun. 

 

When we finished the space show, we went outside to the planetarium’s observation deck, where there 

is a giant telescope. We took turns looking through it at the sun. Even though it was a cloudy day, we 

could still see it pretty well. 

 

This was one of the best school field trips I have ever taken. I definitely recommend a visit to Eastern’s 

planetarium. It is open to the public several times a year for special shows including a holiday themed 

one called The Star of Bethlehem. 

 

The web site is: 

 

https://www.eastern.edu/academics/programs/astronomy-and-physics-department/julia-fowler-

planetarium 

https://www.eastern.edu/academics/programs/astronomy-and-physics-department/julia-fowler-planetarium
https://www.eastern.edu/academics/programs/astronomy-and-physics-department/julia-fowler-planetarium
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Famous on YouTube: The Paul Brothers  
 

 

By Zeke Williams 

 

Two of the most famous YouTube superstars are brothers. From the past year you probably know who 

I’m talking about. 

 

Logan Paul has over 16 million subscribers! He quickly became the fastest growing channel to hit 10 

million subscribers how long did it take him, less than one year! He is only growing faster now getting six 

million in a month. 

 

Don’t have than record Guinness book of world records, do you? 

 

Logan Paul is an actor the biggest movie he has ever acted in was Baywatch, but he was only an extra. 

He has his own movie called airplane mode featuring all the best YouTubers. 

 

Cars: G Wagon, Cool Bus, Dodge sport 

 

Houses: 6.5 Million dollar house 

 

Jake on the other hand has 13 million subscribers the second fastest to hit ten million he also did it in 

less than a year he is going faster and faster. Jake is also an actor he has been in a Disney Channel 

show.  He got fired in just over a month. He has been in YouTube Red movies too. 

 

Cars: Lamborghini, Merchandise truck, Ford RS, Tesla Model X. 

 

Houses: 7.0 Million dollar house 

 

 

 

 

 

 


